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Abstract:

In this paper we introduce a novel model and method to increase the effectiveness of training operators of
manufacturing installations. The proposed mathematical model describes main aspects of the process of
training and development of sensorimotor skills. In contrast to existing models, our mathematical model
incorporates dynamic characteristics of the skill development process and exponential learning curves which
are used in assessing the performance of motor actions and development of control actions. We implemented
the model and method as a component of our AnyCrane training simulator for crane operators. AnyCrane
training simulator is a framework for realistic simulation of environment in ports, cranes, personal, physics
and different technological processes. Our case study demonstrated effectiveness of the approach presented
in this paper. The time necessary for moving a cargo decreased by 19%, the precision of load-unload
operations increased by 30%, and the smoothness of crane turning has been increased by 36%.

1

automation, the problem of developing professional
skills in operators of technological processes with the
use of training simulators is not developed enough.

INTRODUCTION

An effective use of modern manufacturing
installations is determined by the quality of training
which operators had in the past. Low quality of
technological processes and high level of accidents
and injuries are often a consequence of insufficient
development of necessary sensorimotor skills in
operators.
An operator must have required skills to timely
and accurately perform necessary technological
operations according to the desired process trajectory,
to have necessary knowledge, be able to evaluate the
real course of the technological process and choose
the most effective actions.
Therefore, the problem of increasing the
effectiveness of training operators of technological
processes in order to develop necessary level of
professional sensorimotor skills within a relatively
short period of time is of paramount concern. To
achieve this goal different computer-aided training
systems (CTSs) and computer simulators were
developed.
However, despite the presence of a large number
of research studies in the field of professional training

2

STATE OF THE ART

A lot of research is dedicated to the problem of
automated management and control of the
professional skills development and, in particular,
professional sensorimotor skills of operators of
technological systems. State-of-the-art research
addresses the following aspects:
– problems of professional skills formation, in
particular, mathematical modeling of skills
developing processes [1] – [2];
– development and usage of training complexes for
professional training of operators of various
technological processes [3] – [4];
– models and methods for constructing CTSs and
their individual components [5] – [6].
It is worth mentioning that there are still many
open questions which are to be answered. For
example, the most relevant to us is how to control the
development of specific professional skills and
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adequately assess their level of maturity using
computer simulators and serious games. Thus, it
requires to have a full control on the training process
selecting a specific set of assignments and setting a
necessary level of their complexity.
An effective training with the use of simulators
should take into account the following aspects:
– an algorithm for forming a set of relevant
sensorimotor skills and based on the iterative nature
of obtaining each skill;
– taking into account complex relations between
various technological quality characteristics, used to
access the success of training;
– defining the actual level of skill in case of
incomplete initial data of established standards on
performing technological operation;
– a large amount of motor functions combined with
operating of several mechanisms at once.

3
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
THE SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
CONTROL SYSTEM

operation execution, determined by the parameters

K gh

(where

h = 1, N par. ), must comply with the

standards, i.e. threshold values
To solve this problem, a mathematical model of the
automated control system for the development of
operator's professional sensorimotor skills through
the exercises using training simulation complexes
(TSCs) is proposed. This model was integrated and
tested on the AnyCrane framework [7].
We aim at the following problem: for the minimal
training time (the execution of exercises designed for

N g ≥ N gscl.
N gscl.

thr.
K gh
;

– the exercise is performed a specified

number of times in a row at the required level

of quality (the action is fixed to automatism).
The set of dependencies between mathematical
model parameters is shown schematically in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Scheme of control system for the formation of sensorimotor skills.
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Block 3 (Figure 1) collects primary data on the
process of sensorimotor skill formation (obtained in
block 2), and on basis of processed data, the values of
the quality indicators measured during the exercise
are calculated, which constitute the set

mastery coefficients by dynamic indicators, where

K

the results and correctness of motor actions.
Examples of indicators: the time of the operation;
result accuracy; number of emergency situations;
accuracy of the actions sequence compared with the
block
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in block 1.
Compliance with quality is reflected by the

Block 4 evaluates each step in the sensorimotor
skill formation, the success of which is determined by
whether the operator performed the exercise a
specified number of times with the required quality or
not. Thus, it calculates the degree of automatism in a
trainee. Each new stage differs from the previous one
by the addition of new estimated primary quality
indicators.
The model’s parameters (the coefficients of
mastery) that determine the quality of the
technological operation execution as the degree of
compliance with the standards, represent the
dimensionless values on the interval [0;1] obtained
by processing the data on the quality indicators
calculated
in
block
3:

′ }
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mainly, on the basis of Mamdani algorithm fuzzy
inference procedure, where a system of production
rules is constructed to compare each primary index of
the mastery coefficient. Norms are defined by fuzzy
sets determined as linguistic variables of the rules
system. The usage of fuzzy inference required due to
the incompleteness of the initial information on
standards, identified with the involvement of experts
[8].
The quality of technological operation
performance as a whole is characterized by an
integrated indicator – the complex mastery
coefficient:
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where

values of the mastery coefficients determined in block
1.
Since the generated skill means learning
execution of the technological operation at a given
level of quality up to the automatism, a parameter

′ } – set of aggregated
M agr. = {K sagr. | s = 1, N dyn.
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∆ scl. = N succ. − N scl. is also calculated in block 4,
where N succ. is the number of succeeded
( I mast.

= 1)

subset of the indicators,

–moving to the next

exercise (selected in block 6).

t1

Transition

successive exercise executions with a

given set of indicators,
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means that the trainee has started

the first exercise, transitions

N scl. the minimum number

t3 , t5 t7

mean that the

trainee has started re-execution. The transition to the

of such executions in which the skill is considered
formed, defined in block 1.
In block 5, the controls formation (decision
making) v dec. = f dec. ( I mast. , ∆ scl. ) is carried out at
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t9 .

Transition
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means that the exercise is completed with the

I mast. = 0 , t 4 – with the
= 1) ∧ (∆ scl. < 0) , t 6 – with the

condition

the end of each and before the first exercise in case of
necessity of: re-execution; modification of the
measured quality indicators set; the determination of
advisory influences subset in the repeated exercise
execution.
To represent the logic-time features of vdec.

condition

( I mast.
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( I mast. = 1) ∧ (∆ scl. = 0) ∧ ( I qual. = 1) , t 8 – with
the

condition

( I mast. = 1) ∧ (∆ scl. = 0) ∧ ( I qual. = 0) ,
I qual.

controls generation with repeated execution of the
exercises to form sensorimotor skills, an imitation
model was constructed in the form of the Petri Net
(Figure 2).
The use of the Petri network allows describing
formalized decision-making algorithm (represented
by the network positions) in order to organize the
most effective information support for the learner,
depending on the current skill level (determined by
the conditions in the network transitions) [9].

is the indicator of availability ( I qual.

absence ( I qual.

= 0)

where

= 1 ) or

of quality parameters not yet

used in successive exercises.
Modification of quality indicators subset is
carried out in block 5 according to the dependencies
new
′′ = X qual.
′ ∪ X qual.
X qual.
,
new
′ , M pr. ) ,
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= f ( X qual. \ X qual.

′ – the current subset of used indicators
X qual.

where
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– the subset of indicators with the highest
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among

those

not
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M pr. = {Wi | i = 1, N qual. } – the set of indicators
pr.

priorities calculated by the hierarchy analysis method
in block 1.
A set of recommendations

Figure 2: Petri Net.
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dyn.
dyn.
agr.
dyn.
M rec.
s = f rec. ( K s , K thr. s ) .

Here

γ scl.

4

is the recommended rate of skill

A training course for the practice of portal crane
operators has been created, including a set of
exercises for AnyCrane to acquire a necessary
sensorimotor skills set. The training course includes
exercises for improving the lifting controlling and
load lowering skills, exercises for testing skills of
cargo transfer controlling by changing the angle of jib
rotation etc.
Each exercise in AnyCrane is implemented in the
form of training tasks sequence. For the learning task,
the actions performed by the learner and the observed
results of actions are determined.
An experiment was conducted to prove the
effectiveness of TSC application as a mean to
effectively form professional sensorimotor skills.
There are two groups of trainees: experimental
and control, 20 people each. Both groups successfully
passed the knowledge testing at the end of the
theoretical course.
The first (control) group was trained at the TSC,
in which the sensorimotor skills management system
was not implemented. The second (experimental)
group was trained at TSC with a management system
implemented in the form of program modules.
At the end of the training practical stage, during
the experiment, each of the trainees moved cargo 5
times. Thus, in each group, 100 cargo transfers were
carried out during control exercise execution at the
TSC.
The following indicators to evaluate the
performance of trainees were used:
– time taken for performing the technological
operation, in seconds;
– cargo installation accuracy (cargo deviation
relative to the special platform center), in percent of
the platform radius;
– smoothness of the crane jib turn (angle of the
load deviation from the vertical axis of the jib), in
degrees.
Even under unchanged external conditions
operator obviously cannot repeat exactly his actions
several times in a row. We can say that the operator
action with each control is random to a certain extent.
Consequently, the operator quality and efficiency can
only be estimated on average statistical data, and
experiments under the same conditions must be
repeated many times [10].
Therefore, for each of the three indicators listed
above, the following data were obtained:
x = ( x1 , x 2 , x3 ,..., x100 ) – sample for the

formation (learning speed) that determines the
planned trajectory of increasing the integral quality
score when repeating the exercise and calculated in
block
1
by
the
formulas:
thr.
thr.
γ scl. = − ln(1 − K mast.
) / N scl. (at K mast.
< 1 ) or
thr.
thr.
γ scl. = − ln(1 − K mast.
+ ε mast.
) / N scl.

(at

thr.
thr.
∈ [0;1] is the permissible
K mast.
= 1 ), where ε mast.

deviation from
In

K

exp.
mast.

thr.
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while calculating γ scl. .

block

5,

= 1− e

− γ scl. N imp.

after

exercise

completion

value of the integral quality

index is calculated, which must be achieved after
performing the exercise

N imp.

times and necessary

to determine the deviation of the actual integral
quality index change trajectory from the calculated
one. The type and values of the learning curve
parameters for the calculation

exp.
K mast.
can be changed

based on the accumulated statistics on the operators
learning outcomes using data mining techniques.
In block 8, the generation of recommendations
(advisory influences) v rec. (t z ) in the exercise
execution is made according to the dependence

′ ),
v rec. (t z ) = f rec. (∆ sit. (t z ), Tpl. , M rec.

where

′ – a set of possible recommendations,
M rec.
′ – recommendations based on the
M rec. ⊆ M rec.
results of the previous execution,

∆ sit. (t z )

– the

deviation of the exercise (obtained in block 7) from
the calculated trajectory

EXPERIMENT

Tpl. . Recommendations are

signals indicating various modalities (tactile, audible,
visual) about the moments when learner's motor
actions performed, which are fed to one of the less
loaded analyzers.
The mathematical model of the control system
served as the basis for the architecture of TSC for the
portal crane operators, functional and non-functional
requirements for the software of the CTS, database
structures [7, 10]. The difference of the created TSC
architecture is the availability of software modules
that provide the collection and processing of data on
the formation of sensorimotor skills among operators.

experimental group,
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sample for the control group, where
and

5

xi ( i = 1,100 )

y j ( j = 1,100 ) are the sampling elements, i.e.

The most significant results of the study are:
– A mathematical model of the automated control
system for developing the professional sensorimotor
skills in operators of technological processes was
developed. The model differs from the known ones
by using new parameters when determining the
control actions, taking into account repetitions of
exercises, provides the necessary level of information
support for the trainee and improves the efficiency of
acquiring the ability to self-control the quality of
performing technological operations.
– A technique of monitoring and controlling the
training process is developed. The technique differs
from the existing ones by using the original
algorithms for trainees’ informational support in the
sensorimotor skills formation process.
– Models and approaches were implemented and
integrated into the AnyCrane framework.
– The advantage of using TSC with implemented
software modules for controlling the sensorimotor
skills formation in training portal crane operators has
been experimentally shown: the time of performing
the load transfer technological operation has
decreased by 19%, the cargo installation accuracy has
increased by 30% and the smoothness of the crane
turning has increased by 36%.
Further possible research in this field:
– improvement of algorithms for assessing the
correspondence between the real and calculated
trajectories of technological operations execution
modeled in the TSC
– a recommender system to provide a trainee with
suggestions and information to help him improve his
performance.

values obtained during the experiment.
To justify the difference in the control and
experimental groups states, we use the Cramer-Welch
statistical criterion, since the data are measured in the
ratio scale.
The empirical value of the Cramer-Welch
criterion is calculated on the basis of information
about volumes M and N , values x and y , means

x and y , variances D x and D y of compared
samples for each of the three indicators by the

M ⋅N x− y
formula

Temp. =

M ⋅ Dx + N ⋅ D y

. The results

of calculations are presented in table 1.
Table 1: Results of the experiment.
Calculated value

First group

Second group

Time of the operation performing, s
Average
61,2
49,5
Dispersion
90,8
30,9

Temp.

10,53

Accuracy of cargo installation, %
Average
12,6
8,8
Dispersion
14,9
9,2

Temp.

7,86

Smoothness of the jib rotation, °
Average
16,9
10,9
Dispersion
19,7
8,0

Temp.

CONCLUSIONS

11,38
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